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An autoregressive type approximation is determined from an AR.MA model of 
physical process by truncating the Taylor expansion of MA part, which is called the 
T. AR model. The poles of the T.AR model are studied by the aid of the Rouche’s 
theorem of the theory of complex functions. Though the power spectral density of 
T.AR model converges uniformly to that of AR.MA model, the pole location of 
T.AR model is quite different from the pole-zero location of AR.MA model. T.AR 
models have some of original poles of AR.MA model, a “non-robust singular” pole, 
and poles distributing in a circle in the complex plane which are the statistically 
equivalent expression of the zero of the AR.MA model closest to the unit circle in 
the complex plane. The non-robust singular pole has no direct relation to poles or 
zeros of the original AR.MA model. The zero of the AR.MA model closest to the 
unit circle in the complex plane has an important role in the convergence of power 
spectral density of T.AR model. The comparison of pole locations between T.AR 
model and AR model is also studied in a simple example. @; 1987 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
There are fast numerical algorithms in identification of AR 
(autoregressive) models. AR models are applied in many fields of engineer- 
ing plants for system identification, parameter estimation, and diagnosis 
[4, 13, 141. Since a system identified with an AR model has usually com- 
plicated reaction networks and feedback effects, it is treated as a black box 
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which produces steady time-series data. Therefore, it is not clear how 
physical processes in the system are reflected in the identified AR model 
From the viewpoint of statistical physics, a linear Langevin equation for 
a stationary stochastic process is derived under the assumption of Gaussian 
Markov process with the whiteness of random forces [6]. A sufficient num- 
ber of state variables are necessary for description of macroscopic system as 
the Markovian process. In practical situations, less than a sufficient num- 
ber of state variables are usually measured. Then, the stochastic process of 
the system is contracted by this observation, and described by an AR.MA 
(autoregressive moving average) model [8, 93. Therefore, we should study 
the relationship between the AR.MA model of a physical system and an 
AR model which is used in identification. 
From the safety or reliability viewpoint of nuclear power reactor which is 
a typical example of engineering plants, the number of total time-series 
data is at least lo3 and lo6 in a special case of practical situations 
[ 1, 7, 141. The statistical error of covariance functions calculated from 
large number of time-series data is almost negligible. Therefore, we will 
treat in the present paper the most probable or theoretical covariance 
functions which are analytically given from an AR.MA model. An AR 
model of finite order is determined in Section 6 by the Levinson-Durbin 
algorithm [3, 123 from theoretical covariance functions, which has no 
statistical errors [2]. The AR model, however, has a bias from the AR.MA 
model, since the order of AR model is finite. Then, there arises a question 
what properties of AR.MA model are included in the identified AR model. 
Both AR.MA and AR model are finite dimensional linear equations, and 
they have poles and/or zeros in the z-’ plane (complex plane). [cf. Poles of 
AR.MA model, Eq. (8) satisfy Eq. (9) and zeros also satisfy Eq. (lo).] In 
the fast numerical algorithm poles of AR model are outside the unit circle 
in the z ’ plane, if a Toeplitz matrix is positive definite. How are poles of 
AR model related to the poles and zeros of the original AR.MA model? We 
will study this relationship in the present paper. 
Since the coefficients of AR model are determined through nonlinear 
transformations from a finite dimensional Toeplitz matrix of observed 
covariance functions as in the Levinson-Durbin algorithm, it is difftcult to 
examine poles of the AR model analytically. Hence, instead of AR model, 
we will treat an approximate model which is obtained by truncating the 
Taylor expansion of AR.MA model, i.e., the AR.MA model is a rational 
function of z- ’ and the AR type model is the inverse of a polynomial in 
z . mm1 We call this AR type model the T.AR model in the present paper. 
From the viewpoint of functional analysis in the Hilbert space the AR 
model is the best approximation to the AR.MA model. Since the T.AR 
model is not the best, the main difference between T.AR model and AR 
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model appears in the convergence of models to the original AR.MA model 
as in Section 6. 
In the present paper, we consider a system with three degrees of freedom. 
A single state variable is observable and the other two state variables are 
hidden variables. The AR.MA model describing the system has three poles 
and two zeros, i.e., the cubic expression of z-’ of AR part and the 
quadratic expression of z-l of MA part. In general, the zero of AR.MA 
model nearest to the unit circle in the z ~ ’ plane is a real one or a complex 
conjugate pair. The minimum system in which both cases occur is three 
degrees of freedom. 
In Section 2, an AR.MA model is derived from a physical stochastic state 
equation due to the contraction of information. A T.AR model is defined 
from the AR.MA model in Section 3. The zero(s) of AR.MA model will 
play an important role in the PSD (power spectral density) convergence of 
T.AR model in Section 4. We will examine pole locations of T.AR model in 
Section 5, and introduce a new concept of “non-robust singular pole.” A 
simple example is given in Section 6 to illustrate pole locations of T.AR 
and AR models. 
2. AR.MA MODEL DESCRIBING PHYSICAL SYSTEM 
A macroscopic system described with extensive variables is assumed to 
be the Markovian process. The elemental processes in a physical system are 
usually localized so that transition probabilities are proportional to the 
volume (system size). Due to the large system size we can get an 
asymptotic evaluation of the time evolution process of system by using the 
normal scaling relation [7, 11, 161. Namely, the system is described by the 
Gaussian process [ 81 
x(n) = @x(n - 1) +f(n), (1) 
where the time evolution is denoted by the discrete time n, x is a d-dimen- 
sional state vector (x E W”), f is the white Gaussian random force with 
Elf(n))=02 ~~fWf(O'~ = V~"d. 
Here E{ ... } denotes the ensemble average, a,,, is the Kronecker’s symbol, 
T implies the transposition of matrix, V is the diffusion matrix, and @ is 
the regression matrix (V, @ E KY’” “). 
All state variables are not necessarily measured in a practical situation of 
engineering plants. This observation is expressed by 
y(n) = fwn), (2) 
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where y is a q-dimensional observable state vector and rank H = q (q < d, 
HE WXd). On the other hand, we can take advantage of observable time-, 
series data. That is, we can calculate the least square estimator 
v(n 1 II - 1) = E{ y(n) 1 Y(n - 1 )}, i.e., the most probable estimator under the 
condition that Y(n - 1) = (y(n - 1 )T, ~(n - 2)T,...)T is given. By taking the 
conditional average E(. ) Y(n - 1)) of both sides of Eqs. (1) and (2) and 
arranging the expression under the stationary condition, we have 
x(nln) = @x(n - 1 In - 1) + PHTrm ‘y(n) 
y(n) = Hx(4n), 
where P is the stable solution of the algebraic Riccati equation 
(3) 
(4) 
P=@{P-PHTl--‘HP} QT+ V, (5) 
r=E{yyT} = HPHT, and r(n) is the innovation; y(n)=y(n)- 
E{y(n)l Y(n- 1)). El’ lminating x(nln) from Eqs. (3) and (4) we obtain an 
AR.MA model [S, 91. To avoid complexity of a general expression with 
complicated notations, hereafter we will consider the system which is 
described by three state variables with a single observable one, i.e., d= 3 
and q= 1. 
A change of coordinates from the state vector x(nln) to x’(nln) defined 
by x(nln)=Sx’(nln) transforms the basic equations (3) and (4) to 
x’(nln) = @‘x(n - 1 In - 1) + K’y(n) 
y(n) = H’x’(nln), 
where 
i 
H 
S-l=T= H@ 
H& 
H’=HS, K’=TPH’T-‘= 
(6) 
(7) 
and the constants aI, CQ, a3, a,, and f12 are determined from original 
physical matrices H, V, and @. The expressions (6) and (7) are the Luen- 
berger’s canonical representation of Eqs. (3) and (4). Eliminating x’ from 
Eqs. (6) and (7), we obtain an AR.MA model 
A(z-‘)y(nj = B(zrl)y(nj, (8) 
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where A(z-‘) = 1 + tlIz-’ + t~*z-‘+ u~z-~, B(z-‘)= 1 + plz-' +/12zc2, 
B1=81+a1, B2=p2 +a,~, +a,, and z-’ is the backward time shift 
operator. The three poles in the z-l plane are the roots of the polynomial 
A(z-‘)=O, (9) 
and the zeros 1, ’ and 1, 1 are the roots of polynomial in z-r 
B(z-‘) = 0. (10) 
3. T.AR MODEL 
Let us introduce a T.AR model associated with the AR.MA (3,2) model. 
The T.AR model is defined by truncating the Taylor expansion of AR.MA 
model transfer function of 2-l at a finite order [15]. That is, the T.AR 
model of order m is defined from the AR.MA model (8) as 
Lw’) y,(n) = “t(n), (11) 
where 7’,(z- ‘) = 1 + CT= 1 a,zPi, and yt is an observable state variable for 
the approximated AR.MA model. From the Taylor expansion of the MA 
part (8) we can find the recursion formula for the coefficients of the T.AR 
model, 
al = a1 - BI 
Q2=a2-Q,P, -82 
u3=a3--2P1-a,82 
ui= -uj-,fi* -ajpJ& (i 3 4). 
(12) 
LEMMA 1. The operator T,,,(z-‘) is evaluated by using the recursion for- 
mula as 
1 
Trwl)= (n,-n2)(l -;l,z-l)(l -A2z-l) L-(4 -n2)4-‘) 
- {~;1+2A(~;‘)-;11:+2A(~11)} z--l 
+ {n;t+2 12A(1,‘)-Ay+2 n,A(n;l)} Z-m-2], (13) 
where A1 and A, (A, # A,) are roots of A* + /I, A+ fi2 = 0, i.e., ;1;’ and A;’ are 
zeros of the AR.MA model from Eq. (10). 
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Proof. If we set 
F- aiLl Yj- ( 1 ai and Q=( -“/i, &)* 
then the recursion formula (12) are rewritten as Ei = 52’- 3E3 for i > 4. We 
can diagonalize the matrix Sz by using the Vandermonde matrix A4 
l&f-‘SZM= A, 
where 
and ;1 1 and A2 are eigenvalues of 8. Then, Zi = MA i ~ 3MP ‘E3 for i b 4. On 
the other hand, E3 is expressed from the recursion formula (i < 4) 
T- 
-3 - 
Then, we obtain the expression of ai. For i 2 4, 
a,=~{(r:+l-~~+I)+(l:-~:)n,+(i:-l--i.;-l)r, 
2 
+ (2’,-2-1;-2)a3}, (i24), 
and for i < 4, 
u3=& {(Gm+@:-G) al + (2: -2:) ff2 + (A, -A,) CQ}. 
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Therefore, we have 
T,(z-‘) =& i A, t (A,z-‘)‘+A,a,z-1 m-1 2 i=O [go (AZ-‘)’ 
i=O i=O 
-A, f (I,z-I)‘-A,a,z-’ y’ (A,zC’)’ 
i=O i=O 
m-2 m-3 
-1,c(,zp2 1 (A,z-I)‘-I,a,z-3 
i=O 
i;o (h-‘Y 
I 
Al 
=(+A,)(1 -A,z-1) 
x [1-(/2,2~‘)“+‘+a,z~‘{1 -(R,z-‘)“j 
+C12Z-2{1-(~IZ~l)~-‘}+tl~Z~3{1-(;11Z-1)~-2}] 
22 
-(1,-A2)(1-A2z+) 
x [l -(~,z~‘)“+‘+cc,z-‘{1 -(ll,zP’)“} 
+a2z-2{ 1 - (i,z~‘)“~‘} +ct,z~3(1- (n,z-‘y}]. (14) 
Using the relation A(,?;‘) = 1 +cc,l;’ + a21c2 + a312F3 and A(i,‘) = 
1 +~r,I;~+a,~~*+cc,A~~, wefinallyobtain theexpression (13). Q.E.D. 
If 1, and A2 are complex conjugate, the expression (13) is rewritten as 
the next lemma. 
LEMMA 2. Zf 1, =p-’ eie and A2=pe1 e-j’, the operator T,(z-‘) is 
expressed as 
B(z-‘) T,(z-‘) = A(z-‘)+ sin O{ -gl(m)(pP1z-‘)“+I 
+g2(~k-1z-‘)“+2), 
where 
gl(m)= i a,pksin(m+2-k)O (a,= 4 P> 1) 
k=O 
g,(m) = i akpk sin(m + 1 -k) 8 (ao=Lp>l) 
k=O 
andB(z-‘)=1+/3,z~‘+~,z~*=(1-~~~~’)(1-~~~~’). 
(15) 
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Lemma 2 is proved by using the relations: 
,+2A(~;‘)-~~+2A(~~2’)} =p-m-1 i a,#sin(m+2--k)e , 
k=O 
-. 
=P 
m-2 i a,pk sin(m + 1 -k) 0 
k=O 
4. PSD OF T.AR MODEL 
The finite order T.AR model mentioned in Section 3 is an approximation 
of AR.MA model It is important to examine what properties of AR.MA 
model are retained in the T.AR model, how many model-order of T.AR 
model is enough to approximate the AR.MA model, and what is a crucial 
point in the approximation. We will study in this section the convergence 
of T.AR model to AR.MA model in terms of L,-norm of PSD as a 
measure. Let us introduce a function of order m of T.AR model, 
MPD,,,,(m), which is defined as the maximum difference of PSDs 
between the T.AR model and the AR.MA model, i.e., 
max MPDT.AR(m)=,_-,,=~,2m;~180 ilog pAR.h4A(z-‘k10~ pT.AR(z--‘)~~ (16) 
The PSD of AR.MA model (8) is given by 
P AR.MA(Z-l) = B(z-‘) 2 r, 
I I A(z 
(17) 
where z = exp(i2rcf) and f is the frequency normalized by the sampling 
frequency, (0 <f< &), and that of T.AR model (11) is also given by 
P,,,,(zc’)= 
I I 
l 2 r. 
T,o 
4.1. In the Case of Real Zeros 
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (13) into Eq. (16), we obtain 
(18) 
MPDT.,R(m)=2,;_,,=11m;~,>o h’$$+x(Z-‘)/max 
= 2 I=~ ,/=, Im;-,>O Il”g(l -Fr(z-l))l max 
(19) 
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where 
A ~+2~2A(I,‘)-~;+21,A(~~1)z-~-2 
11-12 
There exists a natural number m such that IF,(z-‘)I + 1 for 
0~ IL,/, IL21 < 1. For such an m, we can evaluate Eq. (19) as 
MPDT.AR(~)-~ I=~ ,,=, Imz~,>O IFA-‘11. max (20) 
If we assume IL, 1 > lL,l, then 
F,(z-‘) l 
A(,i;‘)~~+2(1-~2z~1)z-“-1 
-A(z-‘) 2, -12 
Since PSDs of a physical system are usually dominant at the low frequency 
range, we can set z- ’ = 1 or f= 0 in Eq. (20) for taking a maximum value, 
i.e., 
MPD,.,,(m) - 2 
1 +tX,~;‘+G12J.~2+c&3 l-1, 
1 +a,+cr,+a, -g-q lum+2. (21) 
This shows that the convergence of T.AR model is dependent only on the 
inverse of the nearest zero to the unit circle Iz-1 1 = 1. 
4.2. In the Case of Complex Zeros 
Substituting Eqs. (8) and (15) into Eq. (16), for a suitable natural num- 
ber m, we obtain 
MPDT-AR(m)-2 ,z~,,=lImz-,~O I&(Z-‘)l, max (22) 
where 
Fc(zF’)= s ( -gl(m) zPmP1 +g,(m) p-1z-“-2} p-m- *. 
If we put z ~ ’ = 1 in Eq. (22), then we have 
MPDT.AR(m) - 2 
(-sl(m) +g2(m) p-l) sin 0 p-m- 1 
1 +a, +a,+a, 
(23) 
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This also shows that the T.AR model asymptotically approaches to the 
AR.MA model proportionally to the inverse of absolute values of zeros. 
From Eqs. (21) and (23), the nearest zero to the unit circle has played an 
important role in the convergence of T.AR model PSD. This zero is deter- 
mined from the MA part of identified AR.MA model, and depends on not 
only the system properties but also the observation, i.e., the regression 
matrix @, the diffusion matrix V, and the observation matrix H as men- 
tioned in Section 2. In the next section, we will show that this zero of 
AR.MA model is equivalently expressed by a group of poles of T.AR 
model. 
5. POLES OF T.AR MODEL 
Though the T.AR model converges uniformly to the AR.MA model in 
terms PSD as in Section 4, the pole location of T.AR model is quite dif- 
ferent from the pole-zero location of the AR.MA model. That is, when the 
AR.MA model (8) is approximately expressed by the mth order T.AR 
model (1 l), the T.AR model has m poles but the original AR.MA model 
has three poles and two zeros in the z- ’ plane. As m increases, the T.AR 
model approaches the AR.MA model in terms of PSD. Here there arises a 
question how poles of T.AR model distribute in the z-’ plane. Therefore, it 
is important to know the relationship between poles of T.AR model and 
poles and/or zeros of original AR.MA model. In this section, we will 
examine the pole location of T.AR model in the z-’ plane, using Rouche’s 
theorem well known in the theory of complex functions. 
Roucht’s theorem. Let f(z -‘) and g(z- ‘) be analytic on and inside a 
closed path C in the z- ’ plane, and on C let f(z- ‘) # 0, 
If(z-‘)I > Ig(z-‘)I. Then the functions f(z-‘) and f(z-‘)+g(z-‘) have 
the same number of zeros (roots) inside C in the z-’ plane. 
5.1. Real Zeros 
Withoutlossofgenerality, weset 1&)<1;1,1<1 or l<II;‘/<1&‘1. 
(a) If we put 
qs,(z-‘)= ~[-{a;+2A(d,‘)-l:+2A(~;‘)}z~ni ’ 
+ {n;l+’ A,A(i,‘)-A~+*A,A(A,‘)} z-‘+~], (24) 
then Eq. (13) is rewritten as 
B(z-‘) T,(z-‘)=A(zT’)+&(z-1). (25) 
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We can take a path of the closed circle C,, [z-‘j = I%;‘/ -E’, in the region 
D, = (2-l E the complex plane @: J/z,z-‘1 < 1, (;l,z-‘( < l), and cl 
denotes the domain which is on and inside Cl, Here 0 <a, < 
/RI-‘/ -maxi I&;&,/ and we denote roots of A(z-‘) inside C’ in the z-’ 
plane as &(j, (i=O, 1, 2, or 3). The symbol in(i) means the ith root of 
A(z-‘)= 0 exists inside C,, and let us v := #( { jL&‘]) be the number of 
AR.MA poles which exist inside C, (0 d v < 3). Then, polynomial functions 
A(z-‘) and (6,(z- ‘) are analytic in cl, and have no roots on C, in the z-’ 
plane. Since ll,z -‘I < 1 and j%2z-’ j < 1 on C’, there is a natural number 
ml=ml(tzl) such that jz4(z ‘)I > ldJz-‘)I on C, for all m>m,. By the 
Rouche’s theorem, B( 7 ‘) T,,,(z-‘) has v roots inside C,. Since II(z- ‘) has 
no roots inside C,, T,(z -‘) has v roots inside C, in the F’ plane. 
(b) If we put 
1 
w’k~1-L2 -(/I,2 -‘)“+‘A(>.;‘)(1 -&z-‘), (261 
we can have an asymptotic form from Eq. (13) in the region D2 = {z ~-’ E C: 
l%,z -1) > 1, J%,z-‘I < l}: 
B(z -‘) T,(z-‘)-A(z- ‘)+$(z-‘). (27) 
If we take a path of closed circle Cz, Iz -’ ) = !A; ’ ) + s2 for 
0 < s2 < 11; ’ ) - 11;’ ) then the circle C, is included in D2. C, also denotes 
the domain on and inside Cz. Then A(z-‘) and $(z-‘) are analytic in c2, 
and A(z-‘) and $(z ‘) h ave no roots on C2. There is a natural number 
m2 =M~(E~) such that IA(z ‘)I < l$(z- ‘)I on Cz for all m > m2, since 
)%,Z ‘I > 1 on C,. By the RouchC’s theorem the number of roots of 
B(z-‘) T,(z-‘) is the same as $(z- ‘) in c,. Since 1 -R,z-‘#O in cz, 
B(z-‘) T,,,(z ‘) h as m + 1 roots inside C,. On the other hand, 
ll(z-‘)=(l -%,z -1) (1 -n,z -I), then B(z-‘) has one root in c,. 
Therefore, T,(z ‘) h as m roots in c, for a sufftciently large number m. 
(c) Let us examine v identified AR.MA poles inside C,. We have 
each path of closed circle Cji’, Jz-’ - &$,I = sj for 0 <Q, and c(y) denotes 
each domain which is on and inside C y’. The functions A(z-‘) and +,(z-‘) 
are analytic in z’ji’ and have no roots on Cji). There is a natural number 
m, =m3(Ej) such that )A(z- ‘)I > j#J-‘)I on Cy’ for all m>m,. 
According to the Rouche’s theorem, the number of roots of 
B(z .‘) T,,,(z-‘) is single in c(3), where A(z-‘) has the single root or the 
AR.MA pole. Since B(z-‘)#O in cy’, T,(z^‘) has the same root as 
A(z-‘). This shows that the AR.MA poles inside C, are identified by the 
T.AR model as the order of T.AR model increases. 
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(d) From (a) and (b), we have m-v roots in the annulus domain 
between C, and C,. If we can assume IA;‘1 + 111;’ 1and v = 3, we obtain an 
asymptotic or approximate form of T.AR model 
T,nW’) 1 +crlz-1+a2z-2+a3z-3), (28) 
where we neglect the following terms: 
-1 m 
(AlZ 1 
2 
-(A12 ‘)‘n+‘+x,z ‘{(ilIz ‘)*--2-(lu,z-1)m} 
+C(2Z-2{(~‘Z-‘)“~-2-(~1z--‘)m- ‘1. 
Then we %ain asymptotic roots of T.AR model from the following 
equations; 
m-3 
,;O (J.,z~‘)~=O and l+r’z~‘+a,z~*+cr,z ~‘=O. 
Since 
these m - 3 roots are equally spaced on the circle 11 - jtil z ‘1 = 1 except the 
position A;‘. We may call the group of roots the ring poles, or the ring 
may be called the convergence circle. We summarize the above discussion 
in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. Let the mth order T.AR model (11) be applicable to the 
AR.MA(3,2) process whose zeros are two real values. Let the zero 2;’ be 
nearer to the unit circle than 2; ’ There is a natural number m such that the 
followings hold in the z -’ plane. Namely we have the ,following asymptotic 
properties as m increases: 
(i) The T,AR model has v poles inside the convergence circle 
Iz ’ 1 = j/1; ’ I. As m increases, each pole of T.AR model approaches to the 
corresponding pole qf AR.MA model inside the convergence circle. 
(ii) The T.AR model has m-v ring poles which distribute almost 
equally spaced on a circle of radius close to 1,; ’ , and no pole appears at the 
position corresponding to the AR.MA zero. 
(iii) The T.AR model has no poles outside the convergence circle. 
5.2. Complex Zeros 
(e) If we put 
d,.(z-‘)=sin t?{ -gl(m)(pP’zP1)“‘+’ +g2(m)(p~1z~1)“+2}, (29) 
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then Eq. (15) is rewritten as 
B(z-1) Ti(z-‘)=A(z-‘)+&(z-1). (30) 
0nac1osedcirc1eC,:~z~‘~=~-~,for0~~,,intheregionD,=(z~‘~@: 
IF ‘zz’( < l}, lA(zz’)l > lbJz’)\. We have a result similar to (a), if we 
exchange 4I for d< in (a): The T.AR model has v roots inside C,. 
(f) In the region D, = (zz’~C: IpP’z -‘I > l}, 
d,(z’)= -sin8g’(m)(p~‘zP’)“+‘(1 -z,z-‘) 
where 
z 
-‘#m) 
m 
gzo’ 
(31) 
Calculations should be divided into two parts for Iz; I 1 >< p. 
(f.1) In the case of \z; ’ I < p. We can take a path of the closed cir- 
cle Cs: (z--‘l =P+E~ for O<E~, and z‘, denotes the domain which is on 
and inside Cs. The functions A(z-‘) and dc(z-‘) are analytic in e, and 
have no roots on Cs. Then there is a natural number m, = m5(E5) such that 
lA(zz’)J < j4,(zz’)l on C, for all m>m,. From the Rouche’s theorem, the 
number of roots of B(z -‘) T,(z-‘) is the same as tic(z-‘) in c,. Namely, 
B(zc’) T,(zr’) has m+2 roots in c,. Since B(z-‘) has two roots in c,, 
T,(z ‘) has m roots in c:, . This case is similar to the case of real zeros. 
(f.2) In the case of lz;’ 1 > p. We can take a path of the closed cir- 
cle C,: jzz’l = p + a6 for 0 < s6 < p( (g’/g, I - 1). Z;, is also given in a similar 
manner. There exists a natural number m6 =rnJ~~) such that 
IA(z-‘)I < ld,(zz’)l on C, for all m >m,. Then $c(zzl) has m + 1 roots in 
c,. Finally T,,,(z -‘) has m - 1 roots in c6. Therefore, there is a single root 
outside C,. 
From (f.1) and (f.2), a root outside C6 appears or disappears according 
to the order m of T.AR model. We may call this nature “non-robust.” This 
root has no direct relation to poles or zeros of the original AR.MA model, 
and is called “singular.” It is concluded that a non-robust singular pole is 
found when a T.AR model is applied to the AR.MA(3,2) process with the 
complex zeros. We will also find a “robust singular” pole for another case 
in the forthcoming paper. 
(g) Each AR.MA pole inside C4 is identified with the T.AR model as 
in (c). 
We also summarize these discussions in the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2. Let the mth order T.AR model (11) be applicable to the 
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ARMA(3,2) process whose zeros are complex conjugate. There is a natural 
number m such that the following asymptotic properties hold as m increases: 
(i) The T.AR model has v poles inside the convergence circle Iz-‘( = p. 
Each pole of T.AR model approaches to the corresponding pole of the 
AR,MA model inside the convergence circle, as m increases. 
(ii) According to the order m of T.AR model, the T.AR model has 
m - v poles which distribbute almost equally spaced on a circle with a radius 
close to p except the two positions corresponding to the complex zeros, or has 
m - v - 1 ring poles and a single non-robust singular pole outside the con- 
vergence circle. 
(iii) The non-robust singular pole is real from the definition of z; ’ . 
Existence of the non-robust singular pole will be demonstrated in a con- 
crete example in Section 6. 
6. A NUMERICAL EXAMPLE 
We will study both cases of real and complex zeros in the system with 
three degrees of freedom due to the single observable variable. One is for 
the observation matrix H, = (0 1 0) and the other for H, = (1 0 0). The 
physical system (1) is assumed to have regression and diffusion matrices 
and (32) 
The original system has three poles in the zP1 plane: (t)) ’ and (+ f $) - ‘. 
First, we will start a pole location of T.AR model in the case of real zeros 
as in Section 5.1. 
6.1. Real Zeros 
When the observable variable is x2, the observation matrix is given by 
H = H,, and the Luenberger’s transformation matrix is 
409/124/l-8 
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In this case, the stable solution P is obtained from Eq. (5): 
21.5093 18.5093 30.1113 
18.5093 19.5093 28.1113 
30.1113 28.1113 47.1849 
Then, 
and the AR.MA parameters of Eq. (8) are determined as ai = - $, ~1~ = 1, 
tlj = - $, /I, = -0.1103, and p2 = -0.01282. Therefore, the AR.MA process 
of Eq. (8) statistically equivalent to the original system for x2 is expressed 
as 
J&+5Ya(n- 1)+.Ya(n-2)-$yh-3) 
= y,(n) - O.l103y,(n - 1) - O.O1282y,(n - 2), 
(33) 
and the real zeros are 1;’ = 5.521 and 2,’ = -14.128. 
The coefficients of T.AR model (11) are recursively determined from Eq. 
(12). The poles of the T.AR model of the 10th order are computed by the 
Bairstow method at Osaka University on a NEC ACOS-1000 computer 
with use of double precision of 72 bits. Figure 1 shows the pole location of 
T.AR( 10) model in the z- ’ plane. We can recognize that the T.AR model 
identifies three poles of the original system inside the convergence circle 
lz- ’ ) = A; l, and has 7 poles of the ring conligulation equivalent to the zero 
;1; I, which distribute almost equally spaced on a circle except the position 
corresponding to the zero. Therefore, the numerical result of poles is con- 
sistent with Theorem 1. 
Let us compare a result of AR model with that of T.AR model. When we 
apply an AR model to identify the AR.MA process (33), the coefficients of 
AR model are calculated by the Levinson-Durbin algorithm from a finite 
set of theoretical covariance functions obtained by infinitely long time 
observation of x1(n) (n = 0, 1,2 ,..., co). Therefore the AR model identified 
with the AR.MA process has no statistical errors. The result of poles of AR 
model is also shown in Fig. 1. From Fig. 1, it is concluded that the T.AR 
model is a useful intermediate to bridge over both an AR.MA model and 
an AR model. 
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FIG. 1. Pole locations of AR and T.AR models in the AR.MA process with real zeros 
6.2. ‘Complex Zeros 
When the observable variable is x1, the observation matrix is H = H,. 
The coefficients a,, az, and clj of AR.MA model are the same as those in 
Section 6.1. The Lenberger’s transformation matrix is 
The stable solution P is obtained from Eq. (5): 
46.2294 32.6309 25.5999 
32.6309 28.6234 23.6681 
25.5999 28.6681 54.4055 
Then. 
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and the MA parameters of AR.MA model with complex zeros are deter- 
mined as /I, = 0.05376 and pZ = 0.1569. Therefore, the AR.MA process of 
Eq. (8) statistically equivalent to the original system for x1 is expressed as 
Ybb) - 5Ybb - 1) + y,(n - 2) - &Y,(n - 3) 
= y,(n) + O.O5376y,(n - 1) + O.l569y,(n - 2), 
(34) 
and the complex zeros are -0.1714 + 2.5194i. The convergence radius is 
p=l~,‘I=1~;‘1=2.5252. 
Since zeros of Eq. (34) are complex, the T.AR model has a possibility of 
the non-robust singular pole. In the same manner as in Section 6.1, we 
obtain the pole location of T.AR model of the 20th order in Fig. 2. The 
numerical result of poles is consistent with Theorem 2. We also summarize 
the non-robust singular pole in Table I for m = 17 - 23. 
For the T.AR model the model order m < 14 is not enough to represent 
the AR.MA process (34) and we cannot find good correspondence between 
z; ’ and the non-robust singular pole of T.AR model. On the other hand, 
the 5th order is enough for the T.AR model in Section 6.1 to approximate 
the AR.MA process (33). Therefore, it is necessary to take the higher model 
order in the T.AR approximation of Eq. (34) in comparison with Eq. (33) 
from viewpoint of Section 4, since the zero of Eq. (34) is nearer to the unit 
circle than that of Eq. (33). 
Finally, by using theoretical covariance functions let us examine a pole 
location of AR model in this case. Figure 2 shows that the AR model well 
identifies the original poles of system and the ring poles equivalent to 
zeroes. It is concluded that the AR model has also the non-robust singular 
pole, since the qualitative agreement of it is found in Fig. 2 and Table 1. 
L 
-2- 8 4 
5 R 
-3- , 1 I I I I 
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
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FIG. 2. Pole locations of AR and T.AR models in the AR.MA process with complex zeros. 
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TABLE I 
The Non-robust Singular Pole 
Model order z, ’ of Eq. 
111 (31) 
17 1.0959 
18 -6.1620 
19 0.6919 
20 - 9.5594 
21 0.3241 
22 -20.0181 
23 - 0.0244 
z, ’ of T.AR 
model (11) 
* 
-6.1508 
* 
-9.5322 
* 
- 19.8944 
* 
z;’ of AR 
model 
* 
11.2470 
* 
6.9538 
* 
4.5365 
* 
Nov. * signifies no non-robust singular pole for each model. 
7. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
(I) In the present paper we have mainly analyzed pole locations of T.AR 
model models by using the Roucht’s theorem. The non-robust singular 
pole of T.AR is the new concept, which has no relation to poles and zeros 
of AR-MA model and appears or disappears according to the order of 
T.AR model. The non-robust singular pole is also found in the poles of AR 
model as in Section 6.2. 
(II) As mentioned in the reference [ 151, the coefficients of T.AR model, 
(a,}, coinside with those of AR model of mth order {a,(m)}, for a suf- 
ficiently large natural number m, though the coefficients of AR model are 
recursively determined from a finite dimensional Toeplitz matrix. On the 
other hand, the AR model has the orthogonal property as the least square 
estimate polynomial in z-’ [S], i.e., the AR model of order m is the 
minimum error polynomial in z ~ ’ among mth order polynomials in the 
meaning of &-norm on the unit circle. This may be interpreted that the 
convergence circle of AR model is closer to the circle with the radius of the 
nearest zero to the unit circle than that of T.AR model of the same order as 
in Figs. 1 and 2. 
(III) We have treated the system with three degrees of freedom in the 
present paper and the theory can be generalized to a system with many 
degrees of freedom. In the general case that a single variable is observed 
from d-state variables, Eqs. (3), (4), and (5) are the same and Eqs. (6) and 
(7) are changed for [9, Eqs. (10) and (1 1 )] due to the Luenberger’s trans- 
formation, and an AR.MA(d, d - 1) model has been derived. If we use the 
d x d Vandermonde matrix M in Lemma 1, we can obtain a T.AR model 
similar to Eq. (11). Since the MA part of the model has polynomial of 
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degree d- 1 under certain conditions, there are d- 1 zeros in the AR.MA 
model. There are mainly two cases of the nearest zero to the unit circle: 
One case is for the real zero and another case is for a complex conjugate 
pair. Other cases, such as the n-tuple zero, will seldom happen in practical 
situations. Therefore, we can expect similar result to a multidimensional 
system. That is, the poles of AR.MA model inside the convergence circle 
are identified with the T.AR model, and the T.AR model has the ring poles 
equivalent to the zero(s) which are the nearest to the unit circle. It is also 
shown that the T.AR model has a possibility to have the non-robust 
singular pole if the nearest zeros of AR.MA model are complex conjugate. 
It is concluded that the three degrees of freedom system mentioned in the 
present paper includes the essences of pole location of AR type models in 
the case of a single observable variable. 
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